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What GAO Found

While most small businesses have access to broadband, millions of small businesses continue to lack sufficient access to meet their needs. According to two recent surveys by the National Federation of Independent Business and Google, around 8 percent or about 2-3 million U.S. small business lack access to broadband. Small businesses likely benefit from the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) and the Department of Agriculture's (USDA) funding to expand broadband deployment. For example, FCC estimated that approximately $9.2 billion allocated for broadband infrastructure in 2020 will serve over 5.2 million residences and businesses.

Much of the literature GAO reviewed suggests that FCC’s current broadband minimum benchmark speeds—25 megabits per second (Mbps) for downloading and 3 Mbps for uploading—are likely too slow to meet many small business speed needs. The figure below illustrates the various kinds of business broadband use and the associated relative speed requirements.

Illustrative Examples of Different Kinds of Business Broadband Use

Sources vary in terms of the specific speeds they recommend for small businesses. For example, in 2017, BroadbandUSA—a National Telecommunications and Information Administration program—published a fact sheet stating that small businesses need a minimum of 50 Mbps speeds in order to conduct tasks such as managing inventory, operating point-of-sale terminals, and coordinating shipping. A 2019 USDA report on rural broadband and agriculture stated that, as technology advances and volumes of data needed to manage agriculture production grow, speeds in excess of 25/3 Mbps with more equal download and upload speeds will likely be necessary.

To fulfill a statutory requirement to determine annually whether advanced telecommunications capability is being deployed on a reasonable and timely basis to all Americans, FCC sets a minimum broadband speed benchmark. In its 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, FCC stated that the current benchmark, last set in 2015, continues to meet that requirement. However, FCC officials said they are not aware of any small business requirements that have been taken into consideration in determining the minimum speed benchmark. Analyzing small business speed requirements could help inform FCC’s determination of the benchmark speed for broadband.

Why GAO Did This Study

Small businesses are essential to economic growth by creating jobs and promoting economic opportunity. Broadband is a critical tool for small businesses, with increasing importance due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires FCC to encourage and support broadband access through funding and other actions.

This report responds to a provision in the John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 as well as a request for GAO to examine broadband for small businesses. Among other objectives, this report examines (1) small business access to broadband and how federal broadband funding programs may serve small businesses; and (2) the extent to which FCC’s broadband speed benchmark meets the needs of small businesses. GAO reviewed pertinent literature, documentation on federal broadband funding and relevant FCC statutory requirements to promote broadband deployment. GAO also conducted interviews with small businesses, broadband providers, industry associations, researchers, and state and federal officials.

What GAO Recommends

GAO is making one recommendation to FCC to solicit stakeholder input and analyze small business broadband speed needs and incorporate the results of this analysis into the benchmark for broadband. FCC agreed with this recommendation.
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Congressional Addressees

Small businesses are essential to U.S. economic growth by creating jobs and goods, as well as promoting economic opportunity. Broadband—a fast and always “on” internet connection—is critical for many small businesses.1 According to the Small Business Administration (SBA), small businesses span every industry and employ over 60 million people.2 The use of broadband continues to grow as businesses reinvent or expand operations, engage more with customers and suppliers, and create new products and services specific to the internet. Despite the growing importance of broadband, locations within urban and rural areas of the country continue to lack access to broadband, or affordable broadband, which can significantly hamper certain operations for small business.3 This lack of access for some has also become more evident during the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, as small businesses and their customers conduct more transactions online.

Although progress has been made to increase broadband access, we and others have found that the high cost of building infrastructure and the low population density in rural communities have continued to hamper the deployment of broadband in those areas.4 Further, access to broadband is also uneven in urban areas, with recent research indicating that

---

1Broadband commonly refers to internet service with speeds generally faster than dial-up connections. The Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) fixed speed benchmark for determining advanced telecommunications capability (i.e., broadband) is 25 megabits per second (Mbps) download and 3 Mbps upload. See In re Inquiry Concerning Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to all Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, FCC 21-18 (Jan. 19, 2021) (2021 Broadband Deployment Report).


upgrades of broadband infrastructure are less likely in low-income communities and communities of color. Additionally, even when broadband is available, adoption of broadband by individuals and small businesses is not universal. The cost of service and knowledge of how to use it can be barriers to subscribing to broadband.

Multiple federal agencies promote and expand broadband in the United States by funding broadband infrastructure. For example, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is charged with encouraging the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunication capability to all Americans under the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (1996 Act). To define what constitutes “advanced telecommunications capability” FCC sets a minimum benchmark speed for broadband. FCC also provides federal funding for broadband infrastructure and regulates the telecommunications industry. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Rural Utilities Service (RUS) also promotes broadband through infrastructure funding in underserved rural communities. Finally, SBA supports small business growth and development, including offering technical assistance to small business owners, which can improve adoption and use of broadband.

Our report responds to a provision in the John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 and a request to review broadband accessibility for and challenges faced by small businesses. This report examines:

- small business access to broadband and how FCC and RUS broadband funding programs may serve small businesses;
- the extent to which FCC’s broadband speed benchmark meets the needs of small businesses; and

---


8USDA has authority to set broadband speed minimums for its programs.

• support provided by SBA related to small business access or use of broadband.

For the purposes of this report, we focus on small businesses’ access to and use of fixed broadband service, which is broadband that serves a fixed location such as a home or business. Fixed broadband service includes wired service, fixed wireless service, and satellite service but does not include mobile services. While most small businesses likely use a mobile device—i.e., a cell phone—with internet connectivity to support their business activities, they also likely need faster and more reliable fixed broadband access for day-to-day business operations, such as managing their websites and cloud-based software. FCC distinguishes between fixed and mobile access by evaluating deployment of advanced telecommunications capability for mobile services using multiple metrics and the fixed access speed benchmark is faster than the speeds FCC analyzes for mobile service.10

To address all three objectives, we reviewed documents, including strategic plans, annual reports, and documentation related to broadband efforts, and interviewed agency officials from four federal agencies: FCC, USDA’s RUS, SBA, and U.S. Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA).11 We also interviewed 38 nonfederal stakeholders, including 12 small businesses, five broadband providers, seven trade organizations that represent small businesses or broadband providers, researchers from six organizations who study broadband policy, as well as officials from eight state broadband offices. During these interviews, we asked about how small businesses use broadband, any challenges faced in accessing or providing access to broadband, and federal broadband programs. We selected interviewees to represent a range of geographic locations, industry segments, and size, as appropriate to our study’s focus on small businesses. More information about the specific states and businesses we interviewed is discussed below.

10As discussed previously, FCC’s fixed access speed benchmark is set to 25 Mbps (download) / 3 Mbps (upload). See 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, para. 14. For mobile service, FCC evaluates speed metrics of both 5/1 Mbps and 10/3 Mbps.

11We spoke with NTIA because it plays a leadership role in the American Broadband Initiative—an interagency effort of more than 25 federal agencies that promote broadband. NTIA publishes a funding guide covering more than 50 federal programs that may support broadband access. Where relevant, we included information published by NTIA about broadband for small business. However, NTIA does not have a small business broadband focus, and we did not evaluate the American Broadband Initiative for our review.
To determine small businesses’ access to broadband and needs that small businesses have related to broadband we reviewed literature including surveys and studies published in 2015 through 2020 by academic, industry, policy, and government sources. For a list of the surveys and studies we reviewed, see appendix I. We also reviewed broadband plans and initiatives for eight states: California, Colorado, Georgia, Minnesota, New York, Texas, Vermont, and Virginia. We selected these states based on several factors: the presence of a state broadband office, receipt of federal funding or technical assistance within the last 5 years, and geographic diversity.

To determine how small businesses may benefit from federal funding to increase access to broadband, we analyzed portions of FCC’s Universal Service Fund high-cost program (high-cost program) and RUS’s Rural eConnectivity Pilot Program (ReConnect). While no federal broadband-funding program is geared toward small businesses access specifically, we included the high-cost program because, among FCC, RUS, and NTIA programs, it is the largest program for broadband deployment and awards support to serve locations that include small businesses. Within the high-cost program, we focused on the Connect America Fund (CAF) and the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) in this report because both programs are offered to support universal access. In addition, although these funds are not focused on small businesses, FCC includes small businesses in the expected locations to be served. We included the ReConnect program because it provides broadband funding to service rural locations that include small businesses.

For each program, we reviewed program guidance and information about funding awards to determine how small businesses may benefit from this funding. To the extent possible, we also reviewed information about the number of businesses served by the funding. In addition, for ReConnect, we requested and reviewed application documentation for grant and grant/loan applications that were awarded funding through July 2020. This documentation included non-generalizable information from RUS forms filled out by farms and small businesses about their current and desired broadband download speeds. We analyzed these forms to determine the proportion of farms and businesses that lacked minimum download speeds, and the speeds they desired. We also used these forms, along with recommendations by state officials we interviewed to

---

12ReConnect also offers loans, but loan applications are not evaluated in the same manner, and do not include information from farms and small businesses. Therefore, we did not review documentation for loan only awards.
identify and contact small businesses. We interviewed 12 small businesses in different industries located across the country about their experiences with broadband. While not representative of small businesses generally, these 12 interviews provided key contextual and illustrative examples of how broadband access, or the lack thereof, affects their business.

To determine the extent to which small business broadband needs align with the FCC benchmark for broadband speed, we reviewed relevant statutory requirements for FCC to promote universal access to advanced telecommunications services as required by the 1996 Act. We also reviewed reports that FCC prepares in an effort to meet this mandate. In particular, we reviewed FCC’s benchmark for what constitutes an advanced telecommunications services and the process and information used to determine the broadband speed benchmarks. We reviewed the minimum speed requirements for FCC’s high-cost program and RUS’s ReConnect program. We also reviewed documents from a recent FCC rulemaking proceeding regarding business data services, a dedicated broadband service typically used by businesses.13

Finally, we analyzed relevant data from two sources: 1) small business data from the United States Census Bureau including Census’ Statistics of U.S. Business and Nonemployer Statistics from 2017 for both data sets because it was the most recent year available for Statistics of U.S. Business at the time of analysis; and 2) FCC’s broadband deployment data for 2019, published in 2021. For each source, we assessed the reliability of the data. In reviewing the Census data, we assessed selected data and the associated methodology and determined that the data set met the standards and guidelines for statistical surveys, and were therefore reliable for our purposes of reporting high level small business trends. Regarding the FCC data, we have previously cited issues of these data potentially over-representing broadband access, as we discuss in this report.14 Accordingly, while we determined that the data were sufficiently reliable for presenting selected high-level trend information, we included appropriate caveats regarding their shortcomings.


To describe the support that SBA offers small businesses regarding access to or use of broadband, we reviewed SBA documents and information on the broadband assistance it offers to small businesses. This review included efforts by SBA’s Office of Rural Affairs, Office of Entrepreneurial Development, and the Office of Advocacy. We also received information from SBA partner organizations that offer broadband related technical assistance, including information from representatives of four Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) in states where we had also spoken with broadband offices, and the Chief Executive Officer of SCORE.15

We conducted this performance audit from December 2019 to June 2021 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

Federal Agencies

Several federal agencies play a role in facilitating small businesses’ access to and use of broadband services. In particular, FCC and USDA’s RUS have significant roles in funding broadband, while SBA helps small businesses start, grow, and compete in global markets, which includes supporting broadband access.

FCC is charged with encouraging deployment of advanced telecommunications capability—which includes broadband—to all Americans on a reasonable and timely basis.16 FCC has several efforts that can affect small businesses’ broadband access and use:

- Broadband benchmark. To determine whether broadband is being deployed, FCC sets a minimum speed that serves as the benchmark for defining broadband. Since 2015, FCC’s speed benchmark for fixed

15SCORE is an acronym derived from the organization’s former name, Service Corps of Retired Executives.

broadband has been 25 megabits per second when downloading and 3 megabits per second when uploading, referred to as 25/3 Mbps.17 In the 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, FCC stated that this definition continues to remain an appropriate measure to assess advanced telecommunications capability and reflects significant support from comments within the rulemaking record.18

- High-Cost Program. FCC administers the Universal Service Fund high-cost program, which provides financial support to voice and broadband providers to maintain, build or upgrade infrastructure to homes and small businesses in areas that are unserved or underserved. This program requires that broadband access be extended to residence and small business locations.

- Rulemakings. FCC makes rules and issues regulations to promote broadband infrastructure expansion and competition.19 In particular, FCC has recently conducted a rulemaking related to business data services, a broadband service that offers a dedicated point-to-point connection with guaranteed service levels and symmetrical upload and download speeds.20 This is in contrast to “mass-market” broadband service available to consumers and businesses that can include a shared connection with speed levels that are not guaranteed. Business data services can be used by businesses, non-profits, and government institutions to ensure secure and reliable data transfers via the internet. According to FCC officials, business data services are usually offered at a price higher than residential broadband service. According to a SBA Office of Advocacy filing, business data services are an important input for many small businesses.

Within USDA, RUS’s role is to provide funding for infrastructure in rural communities, including water and waste treatment, electric power, and telecommunications services. Since 2018, RUS has managed the

---

17FCC considers whether Americans have access to fixed broadband service and mobile service. See 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, FCC 21-18, para.10. FCC notes that although both services are capable of providing advanced telecommunications capabilities, they are not full substitutes.


19Rulemaking is the process by which executive and independent agencies develop, create, and implement regulations. Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-59. An agency may also need to comply with its own processes and requirements related to rulemaking imposed by other statutes.

20BDS Order, para. 6.
ReConnect program, which provides grants, loans, and grant-loan combination funding to expand broadband infrastructure to serve residences, small businesses, farms, and others in eligible rural areas.

SBA’s mission is to maintain and strengthen the nation’s economy by enabling the establishment and vitality of small businesses. SBA offers technical assistance to increase effective use of broadband through a nationwide network of partner organizations. Within, but independent of SBA is the Office of Advocacy (Advocacy). Advocacy officials conduct research and advocate on behalf of small businesses on issues including broadband to other agencies including FCC.

**Broadband Deployment**

Recent FCC reporting shows that while most Americans have access to broadband, some—particularly those in rural areas—still lack or do not use this essential service. According to FCC’s 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, as of year-end 2019, about 96 percent of the U.S. population had access to broadband at FCC’s established minimum speed benchmark of 25/3 Mbps. While the nation is moving closer to universal broadband access, the report also found that some longstanding issues persist. First, a significant gap in broadband access remains between urban and rural populations, with at least 17 percent of rural Americans lacking access to broadband at speeds of 25/3 Mbps, compared to only 1 percent of Americans in urban areas. Second, broadband has not been universally adopted where it is available. According to the report, about 31 percent of people nationwide who have access to broadband at speeds of 25/3 Mbps have not subscribed to it. Furthermore, we have previously found that FCC’s data overstate access, so the gap in access may actually be larger. Although the 2021 Broadband Deployment Report provides insight into nationwide access

---

21Pub. L. No. 94-305, §201, 90 Stat. 663, 668 (1976) (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 634(a)). While located within SBA, Advocacy is independent of SBA, and it has distinct statutory authorities and responsibilities, a separate statutory charter, and an appropriation account that is separate from the rest of SBA. Since Advocacy is located within SBA, but also independent, we will summarize overall SBA efforts, but when discussing specific information we will distinguish between the two.

222021 Broadband Deployment Report, para. 33.

232021 Broadband Deployment Report, para. 46.

and adoption rates, FCC does not collect data that would allow analyzing trends specific to small businesses.

Broadband infrastructure can be very expensive to build and maintain. Figure 1 depicts the key components of fixed broadband service. While estimates of the cost of closing the gap between current access and universal access in the United States vary depending on the technology, capabilities, and location of service, it has been estimated to cost tens of billions of dollars.\(^{25}\)

![Figure 1: Key Components of Fixed Broadband Service](image)

While most Americans have access to some form of internet service, competition for broadband services is also lacking in many areas of the country. For example, according to 2019 data reported by FCC, about 22 percent of the population has access to only one broadband provider.

\(^{25}\)For example, in 2017, FCC’s Office of Strategic Planning and Policy Analysis published a paper stating that the investment required to deploy fiber to the premises of 98 percent of Americans would cost about $40 billion and $80 billion to reach 100 percent. Paul de Sa, *Improving the National Digital Infrastructure*. FCC Office of Strategic Planning and Policy Analysis, (2017).
offering speeds at 25/3 Mbps or higher. Where competition is lacking, small businesses and others may not be able to access services they desire at reasonable prices.

Small Businesses

According to SBA’s Office of Advocacy, there are approximately 32 million small businesses in the United States; the distribution of which is shown in figure 2. Advocacy defines a small business as any business with fewer than 500 employees, the majority of small businesses—about 81 percent—are non-employer businesses, meaning that the owner is the only employee. Businesses employing 1 to 19 employees comprise about 17 percent of small businesses, and businesses employing 20 to 499 employees comprise about 2 percent.

---

26FCC excludes satellite service providers in this analysis. FCC states that, while these services are widely available in the U.S., low subscription rates indicate that available data may overstate the extent to which these services are available. 2020 Communications Marketplace Report, FCC 20-188, paras. 126 and 127.


28Advocacy uses this definition for research and statistical purposes. The standards for small business set by SBA program offices vary by industry and are generally expressed as the average number of employees over a 12-month period or average annual receipts in the previous 3 years. 13 C.F.R. part 121.
Small businesses have diverse broadband needs that can influence their selection of a broadband plan. For example, the plan they choose may depend on their business type, industry, size, and other factors. A small business owner may subscribe to widely available and advertised residential or business plans—sometimes referred to as “mass market” plans—or they may opt for a more tailored business plan. For example, some owners of a non-employer small business operating from a home-based office may find that their business broadband needs are met by a residential broadband plan, which they also use for personal use. Alternatively, other owners, whether operating out of a home or office location may subscribe to a business plan, which is often advertised at higher costs with additional benefits. Business owners with greater bandwidth needs typically subscribe to a more tailored broadband service, such as business data services, as described above.
Recent surveys we reviewed showed that some small businesses experience broadband access issues. A Google sponsored nationally representative survey of small businesses with less than 250 employees found that 8 percent of small businesses reported “poor internet access” as a barrier to improving digital engagement.\(^{29}\) While 8 percent is a relatively small portion of small businesses, given there are approximately 32 million businesses, this represents around 2-3 million small business that lack adequate access to broadband. Another survey conducted by the National Federation of Independent Business, while not generalizable to the broader population of small businesses due to only sampling members, similarly found that 8.7 percent of responding small businesses reported access to broadband as a critical problem.\(^{30}\) A nationally representative survey of rural small businesses sponsored by Amazon and U.S. Chamber Technology Engagement Center (C_TEC), found that approximately 20 percent of rural small businesses were not using broadband, with about 5 percent accessing the internet with a dial-up connection.\(^{31}\) Table 1 provides additional details about these three surveys. The findings of these surveys are similar to FCC’s 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, which, as we discussed earlier, found


\(^{31}\)Nam Pham and Mary Donovan. *Unlocking the Digital Potential of Rural America*. Commissioned by Amazon and (C_TEC). (2019). C_TEC is the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Technology Engagement Center, launched by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to advance technology’s role in strengthening business.
that approximately 4 percent of the U.S. population overall, and 17 percent of the rural population lack access to broadband.

### Table 1: Recent Surveys of Small Businesses Related to Broadband

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Published</th>
<th>Study Sponsor/Survey Conductor</th>
<th>Population Surveyed</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>Relevant Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Google/ Research Now</td>
<td>Nationally representative sample of businesses with less than 250 employees</td>
<td>2,013</td>
<td>8% of small businesses selected “poor internet access” as a barrier to improving digital engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Amazon and U.S. Chamber Technology Engagement Center/ Ipsos</td>
<td>Nationally representative sample of rural small businesses with less than 500 employees</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td>20% of rural small businesses do not use broadband; 5% use dial-up internet access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB)/ NFIB</td>
<td>Randomly selected sample of 20,000 NFIB small business members</td>
<td>2,552</td>
<td>8.7% responded that access to high-speed internet was a critical problem for them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Google, Amazon and U.S. Chamber Technology Engagement Center, and NFIB. | GAO-21-494

Note: Research Now and NFIB survey findings are not generalizable to the U.S. small business population of fewer than 500 employees due to methodology sampling. In the case of Research Now, the survey was conducted online for businesses with less than 250 employees. The NFIB survey population was limited to small business members of NFIB.

Although not generalizable, our interviews with 12 small business owners are illustrative of how essential broadband service is to their business operations and the issues they face with insufficient access. All the small businesses identified basic tasks they perform using broadband including communication with clients, customers, and or staff via email or other applications. Eleven also identified more advanced uses like working with cloud based applications and software, such as accounting software for payroll, and uploading and storing large documents and data. Six of these business owners also told us that they did not have access to broadband at FCC’s benchmark for minimum broadband speed—25/3 Mbps—and faced significant challenges running their businesses as a result. The following challenges were among those described by these small business owners.

- A California vineyard owner said that her only broadband option is satellite, and while she subscribes to the maximum speed available, she is unable to access the internet at FCC’s minimum benchmark speed. When she ran a speed test at mid-afternoon in October 2020, it showed her speeds to be approximately 3/5 Mbps. This owner stated that access to broadband is essential for many aspects of her business. For example, she conducts inventory management online with a third party warehouse that stores and ships the wine. This
owner also relies on a cloud-based reporting software to help ensure her business complies with state legal requirements, which includes submitting reports online to the state government. The owner told us there are times when she has worried about meeting quarterly reporting deadlines because the broadband service will not upload information.

- An Alabama auto body shop owner told us that his telephone dial-up connection, which is his only option for internet access, provides approximately 2.5/2.5 Mbps. The shop relies on the service for many daily activities, including communication and ordering parts to repair vehicles. Since COVID-19, he explained that the need for higher broadband speeds has become more pronounced because insurance adjustors are no longer assessing vehicle damage in person, but requesting the shop take as many as 35 photographs and upload them to cloud-based software. Given his current upload speeds, the owner said this task has become very time consuming and frustrating.

- A Minnesota small business owner told us he operates his marketing business primarily out of his home since COVID-19. He subscribes to a fixed wireless internet provider; however, the speeds are below 25/3 Mbps, and the service is not sufficient for his business purposes, which include editing and uploading marketing videos. The only other available internet service is a slower dial-up option provided by the local telephone company. He stated that one of his neighbors, who also operates a small business from home, is considering moving for better broadband access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding from FCC and RUS Likely Increases Broadband Access, but Information on Small Businesses Served Is Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To support the expansion of broadband access, FCC’s high-cost program and RUS’s ReConnect program both provide funding for broadband infrastructure in geographic areas—especially rural areas—that are unserved or underserved. Although the number of small businesses served by these programs is not specifically known, small businesses located in these areas likely benefit from expanded broadband service funded by these programs, as both agencies estimate the number of businesses they expect will benefit from the programs. Furthermore, state officials and researchers we spoke with said federal funding is useful for building broadband infrastructure in areas that receive funding, which can serve small businesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FCC estimates that millions have benefitted from its high-cost program, which provides funding to deploy and maintain broadband service for locations, including small businesses, in geographic areas that meet program criteria. According to FCC officials, for both CAF and RDOF, FCC uses a model to estimate the number of residences and businesses
that should be served by funding awarded in these areas. FCC reports that, components of CAF and RDOF have collectively awarded $19.7 billion since 2014, which FCC has estimated will benefit 9.1 million residence and business locations.\(^{32}\) Table 2 provides for a more detailed description of the funding amounts. FCC officials told us that once broadband providers are awarded funding, they are only required to report the total number of locations served, without a distinction between residences and small businesses. Further, such a distinction could be difficult because many small businesses operate from a residence; a location can be both a residence and a business.

RUS’s ReConnect program also includes small businesses in its reported estimates of locations served. RUS’s estimation is different from FCC’s, in that it includes information submitted by providers, along with information from its own analysis to estimate the number of businesses served. As of March 2021, RUS estimates the about $1.4 billion in funding awarded since 2018 will benefit about 303,200 residences, farms, and small businesses, as shown in table 2 below.\(^{33}\) RUS specifically reports that funding from the first round of the ReConnect program served about 5,900 businesses and 13,000 farms; the second round of funding will serve about 3,900 businesses and 8,600 farms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program component(^{a})</th>
<th>Year announced(^{b})</th>
<th>Funding amount(^{c})</th>
<th>Estimated number of locations to be served</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connect America Fund (CAF) Phase II Model Based Funding</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$9 billion</td>
<td>3.2 million residences and businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF Phase II Reverse Auction</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$1.5 billion</td>
<td>Over 713,000 residences and businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) Reverse Auction</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$9.2 billion</td>
<td>Over 5.2 million residences and businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FCC High-Cost Program Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$19.7 billion</strong></td>
<td><strong>9.1 million residences and businesses</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{32}\)There are other components of the high-cost program that are not included in this review, as previously discussed.

\(^{33}\)ReConnect received additional funding through the CARES Act. See CARES Act, Pub. L. No. 116-136, 134 Stat. 281, 507 (2020). We did not review this funding for this report, but we have periodically examined these funds as part of our work related to the CARES Act. We regularly issue government-wide reports on the federal response to COVID-19. For the latest report, see GAO, COVID-19: Sustained Federal Action Is Crucial as Pandemic Enters Its Second Year, GAO-21-387 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 31, 2021). Our next government-wide report will be issued in July 2021 and will be available on GAO’s website at https://www.gao.gov/coronavirus.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program component&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Year announced&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Funding amount&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Estimated number of locations to be served</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReConnect Round 1</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$0.7 billion</td>
<td>159,000 residences, 5,900 businesses, 13,000 farms, and 500 other entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReConnect Round 2</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>$0.7 billion</td>
<td>112,000 residences, 3,900 businesses, 8,600 farms, and 300 other entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUS ReConnect Program Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.4 billion</td>
<td>303,200 residences, businesses, farms, and other entities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO summary of FCC and RUS information. | GAO-21-494.

<sup>a</sup>This table does not include all components of the high-cost program.

<sup>b</sup>For CAF and RDOF, the year in this column refers to the year the report and order was adopted. For ReConnect, the year in this column refers to the year that the program announcement was published.

<sup>c</sup>Not all funding has been fully allocated or authorized. Numbers in this column refer to the amounts allocated or authorized, as of March 2021.

While neither program has a specific goal related to serving small businesses, RUS’s program incentivizes broadband providers and other funding applicants to serve businesses by awarding additional points in its application review process to applications that include documentation from businesses and farms expressing interest in the applicant’s proposed broadband service. We reviewed documentation from about 2,300 farms and small businesses submitted with 67 successful applications for ReConnect grants. Of these small businesses and farms, about 15 percent reported that they had no access to broadband, and 53 percent reported they had download speeds of less than 10 Mbps. Some business owners also included written statements advocating for better broadband, and stating that their current broadband was not enough to support their business. We interviewed three small businesses located in areas that were recently awarded ReConnect funding about the expected benefits of the proposed service. All three small businesses owners told us they were expecting fiber to be built out to their businesses and were expecting significantly improved service. One, a farmer in North Dakota, said that he did not have to make a planned purchase of a $10,000 piece of equipment to receive a better wireless signal for his farm, when he learned that a provider would be installing fiber to his farm under a RUS ReConnect grant.
We did not identify a study specific to the speed needs of small businesses that has been recently conducted; however, academic, policy, and industry literature we reviewed noted that many small businesses have a wide range of varying business activities that often need fast broadband. Overall, speed needs vary depending on the types of activities a business is conducting. Some business tasks can be conducted with low speeds, while others require faster speeds. For example, according to FCC officials, lower broadband speeds could be used to operate a point-of-sale system, such as the credit card reader at a gas station or other store. Industry sources report that faster broadband speeds are necessary for more advanced tasks, such as numerous sales transactions, frequent or constant cloud-based computing, and video conferencing. The number of users also affects the broadband speed that a small business requires, and businesses with more employees and devices require faster broadband speeds because these speeds are being divided among users. Figure 3 illustrates the kinds of business activities associated with various levels of broadband use and the associated relative speed needs.

---

34 SBA’s Office of Advocacy published a study in 2010 that included information about the speed needs of small businesses, though SBA officials told us they have not conducted more recent research on this topic. See Columbia Telecommunications Corporation, The Impact of Broadband Speed and Price on Small Business. SBA Office of Advocacy. (November, 2010)

35 For example, see How Fast Should My Business Internet Be? Business.org, March 19, 2020.
Sources vary in terms of the specific speeds they recommend for small businesses. In 2017, BroadbandUSA, a NTIA program, published a fact sheet stating that small businesses needed a minimum of 50 Mbps speeds in order to conduct tasks such as managing inventory, operating point-of-sale terminals, and coordinating shipping. A 2019 USDA report on rural broadband and agriculture stated that as technology advances and volumes of data needed to manage agriculture production grow, speeds in excess of 25/3 Mbps will likely be necessary. The report does not suggest a specific minimum speed but also states that these advances are likely to require more symmetrical data flows, with a better balance of download and upload speeds. Additionally, some of these reports also state that upload speeds are important, for example, when

---

36BroadbandUSA, What Speed Do You Need? (February 2017).

businesses conduct videoconferences or upload large files or large amounts of data.\textsuperscript{38}

Small businesses themselves have also expressed the need for faster speeds. For example, approximately 23 percent of 2,300 small businesses and farms that submitted documents in support of broadband providers’ funding application to the RUS program reported wanting download speeds of at least 100 Mbps.\textsuperscript{39} Eleven of the twelve small business owners we interviewed also highlighted advanced uses of broadband and two gave examples of using higher broadband speeds. One business owner we spoke to in California provides IT services to other small businesses, and he advises clients to get a 100/25 Mbps connection, at minimum. He said that for his office with six employees he subscribes to broadband at a speed of 100/50 Mbps. For a client that is an urgent care office with approximately 30 employees, he is working to get the client connected to a symmetrical gigabit service (1,000/1,000 Mbps) to meet its needs. Another business operator in Minnesota, who manages one of four laboratories for a calibration business, also said his business has a dedicated fiber line with 50/25 Mbps and the ability to upgrade speeds as necessary. Without the ability to increase speed in the future, the operator said his business would have moved office locations.

Both of the previously discussed FCC and RUS funding programs have successfully incentivized providers to offer higher speeds. For example, ReConnect is mostly funding projects that propose to build fiber, which has the capacity to carry large amounts of data quickly and is generally associated with the fastest speeds available. In the funding of the 2020 RDOF, FCC reported that nearly all of the over 5.2 million locations awarded will receive speeds of at least 100/20 Mbps.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{38}For example, Zoom, a videoconferencing platform, recommends 3.8 Mbps upload speeds for some high definition video calls.

\textsuperscript{39}Twenty-two percent of respondents said they did not know what speed they wanted, and the remainder said that they wanted slower speeds. These documents only asked respondents about download speed.

\textsuperscript{40}This information is based on the initial results of the RDOF auction as announced by FCC in December 2020. Winning bidders are required to submit a post-auction application for support by January 29, 2021. The application will be reviewed by FCC before funding is allocated to providers. In some instances, providers can take more than 6 years to provide service.
In addition to speed, reliability is important to many small businesses to be able to conduct their work. According to one academic study there are segments of business users—in health, finance, and transportation—that require high reliability to conduct their work. According to a survey that included Vermont businesses, most small businesses ranked reliability first in importance in whether they would decide to switch broadband providers. All 12 of the small business owners we interviewed underscored the importance of a reliable broadband connection. Put simply by one business owner, when the internet connection is down, he and his employees might as well go home. Another small business owner in rural Virginia who runs an accounting business out of her home said that she is generally happy to have satellite broadband service in her rural location, but the service is unreliable when it is raining. When the service is down, the interruption may jeopardized timely payroll for companies she serves. She said this has become more stressful with COVID-19 limiting the number of physical locations she may go to for back-up wireless service.

Two of the small business owners whom we talked to expressed a desire for better service at lower prices. For example, in Iowa, one business owner explained that he currently has two satellite accounts and a wireless hot spot, which total over $350 per month. He stated that there are current infrastructure projects to build fiber networks in his area and that he hopes to soon consolidate to one account, which would provide faster, more reliable service, reportedly at half the cost. One owner of an inn and spa in Vermont told us that she pays $78 a month for a 10 Mbps download speed, which is not sufficient to efficiently run her business. She said that lack of fast internet has deterred customers who have inquired about long-term stays during COVID-19. She called her current broadband provider, which is the local telephone company, and was told that to improve speeds to 40 Mbps download, it would cost $335 a month, which she said is not viable for her business. She stated that she is located about 1.5 miles from a fiber line but is unaware of anyone currently investing to extend the fiber to her location.


As previously noted, FCC is responsible for determining the appropriate measure by which to assess whether a fixed service is providing advanced telecommunications capability. Pursuant to a directive in the 1996 Act, FCC annually reviews and considers whether the minimum benchmark speed it has set remains the appropriate measure or should be updated.\(^{43}\) As previously noted, since 2015, FCC’s speed benchmark for fixed broadband has remained at 25/3 Mbps.

Consistent with advances in technology, the minimum benchmark speeds that FCC has used to determine whether broadband is being deployed have dramatically increased over time from 1999 to 2015. Specifically, the benchmark has risen from 200 kbps in 1999 to 4/1 Mbps in 2010; and then it rose again in 2015 to 25/3 Mbps.\(^{44}\) However, in its 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, FCC determined that the 2015 standard of 25/3 Mbps continues to meet the definition of advanced telecommunications capability.

Although FCC has not changed its benchmark speed in 6 years, FCC has reported on access to faster speed tiers. If FCC were to use one of these higher speed tiers to measure access—which as discussed above are more in line with what small businesses may need to effectively run a business—there would be a considerable drop in the percentage of the population reported to have access to broadband, particularly in rural areas. The reduction in the percentage of the population with access to broadband does not mean people would lose their internet connection, but rather that their existing internet connections would be too slow to be considered “broadband” if the broadband benchmark were raised to a higher speed. For example, at present, internet connections slower than 25/3 Mbps are not considered “broadband,” such as those provided by dial-up access, or even DSL or cable connections if they are operating below 25/3 Mbps. According to FCC’s 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, only about 67 percent of rural Americans have access to 100/10 Mbps speeds, compared to about 83 percent at the current 25/3 Mbps


benchmark speed; see table 3 below. Thus, were FCC to raise the benchmark from 25/3 to 100/10, its reporting would show that 67 percent of the rural population has broadband access, instead of 83 percent. Although this would not mean that broadband speeds had changed, it could demonstrate a need for further investment and/or network upgrades to make sure that access is keeping pace with increasing speed needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>25/3 megabits per second (Mbps)</th>
<th>50/5 Mbps</th>
<th>100/10 Mbps</th>
<th>250/25 Mbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2021 Broadband Deployment Report, para.38, Fig.4 | GAO-21-494.

Recently, two FCC-commissioned advisory groups have suggested that higher speeds may be necessary. A December 2020 report issued by the FCC Broadband Deployment Advisory Council encouraged FCC to continue to update the broadband speed benchmark to account for higher capacity download and upload speeds sufficient to support current and future demand.45 This report acknowledged potential differences in speed needs between residential and small businesses, although it does not suggest specific speeds that may be necessary. An October 2020 interim working group report from the FCC Precision Agriculture Connectivity Task Force, looking at the use of broadband in agriculture, which can include small farms, also recommended that the minimum benchmark be increased from 25/3 Mbps. This report stated there should be a particular focus on increasing upload speeds to accommodate the large amounts of data collected and analyzed for agriculture management. FCC officials stated that they would review and determine whether to follow the report’s recommendations.

However, FCC has not assessed information on the speed needs of small businesses that would help inform future benchmark analyses. FCC officials told us they are unaware of any small-business-specific analysis that has been conducted or taken into consideration as the commission.

evaluates the minimum speed benchmark. FCC officials said they rely mostly on their broadband data and views of stakeholders submitted to the official record to make assessments related to the speed benchmark. Similarly, FCC officials told us they had not determined whether the commission’s conclusion drawn in the FCC’s Household Broadband Guide about certain download speed needs would also be applicable to small businesses. Specifically, the guide concluded that advanced services—such as video conferencing and telecommuting with four users or devices at a time—likely require more than FCC’s minimum benchmark speed of 25 Mbps for downloads.\(^46\) Without analyzing information about the speed needs of small businesses, FCC lacks assurance that its current speed benchmark is sufficient for supporting broadband access that meets the needs of the approximately 32 million small businesses in the United States.

Although FCC measurement of broadband focuses on speed, other metrics also measure important characteristics of broadband, such as reliability and cost, which we previously discussed may be important to small businesses. FCC has thus far chosen not to adopt additional benchmarks for its broadband deployment reports that would focus on “quality of service”, stating that these metrics fall outside FCC’s scope of inquiry and that reliable and sufficiently comprehensive data sources for such analysis have not been identified.\(^47\) Previously, FCC considered collecting broadband price and service quality data from providers.\(^48\) FCC decided against doing so, because commenters stated that submitting such data would impose burdens on broadband providers, as we previously reported.\(^49\) However, FCC has recently reported that competition—which can lead to improvements in price and quality of service—in the business data services broadband market has


\(^{47}\)2021 Broadband Deployment Report, para.17.

\(^{48}\)See *In re Modernizing the FCC Form 477 Data Program*, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 11-14, para. 47 (Feb. 8, 2011); Report and Order, 28 FCC. Rcd. 9887, 9888 (June 27, 2013).

increased. For more information about FCC rulemakings and information related to business data services, see appendix II.

While FCC and RUS programs are focused on providing access to broadband—and are not specific to small businesses—SBA’s efforts are targeted at small businesses, but lack a specific focus on broadband. According to SBA officials we spoke with during our review, there are no ongoing projects or programs specifically aimed to address broadband access for small business. Furthermore, SBA’s strategic plan does not reference broadband specifically, though the plan mentions placing more emphasis on training and counseling in areas related to emerging technologies and online tools. SBA officials told us that through their field resources, resource partner network, and continued work with federal partners, it supports broadband access for small businesses, especially for those in rural areas.

SBA partners with two national organizations that offer technical assistance and training to small businesses. These organizations offer small businesses training and technical assistance on a variety of topics, including how to use broadband to support their business. According to SBA officials, their partner organizations, summarized below, determine what broadband related information to provide to small businesses.

- Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) form a nationwide network of almost 1,000 local organizations that support small businesses. Their offerings can range from basic business planning and management to assistance with website development, building e-commerce capacity, and supporting international export and trade. There are 20 technology SBDCs, which SBA officials told us provide a variety of technology and training related information to small businesses, including information about broadband. As part of recent laws passed to provide relief related to COVID-19, SBDCs received additional funding, and were authorized by SBA to spend a portion of the funding on outreach efforts to small businesses, especially those in rural areas. One small business owner of a life coaching business

---

50 As previously noted, business data services can be an important broadband connection for some small businesses. See In re Business Data Services in an Internet Protocol Environment, Report and Order on Remand and Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 19-66, paras. 15-41 (July 12, 2019).

51 SBA. Strategic Plan for fiscal years 2018-2022.

we met with stated that her initial business plan did not include a broadband connection because she intended to conduct her business primarily in person. However, after working with a local SBDC advisor, she budgeted for a business broadband subscription, which became even more important when her business shifted fully online during the COVID-19 pandemic.

- SCORE is a national nonprofit organization that has 300 chapters with 10,000 volunteers serving as mentors for small businesses. In 2010, SCORE entered into a partnership with SBA and FCC for an initiative to increase digital literacy, web skills, e-commerce capabilities and online communications tools usage for small businesses. Although this initiative is no longer active, SCORE continues to offer training to small business owners to help them effectively use broadband. On SCORE.org, for example, there are live and recorded webinars as well as on-demand courses on a variety of topics including how to build a business website.

SBA also has cooperative agreements with 22 Veterans Business Outreach Centers across the country. The Veterans Business Outreach Centers program is designed to provide entrepreneurial development services to transitioning service members, veterans, National Guard & Reserve members, and military spouses interested in starting or growing a small business. According to SBA officials—similar to SBDCs and SCORE chapters—Veterans Business Outreach Centers offer counseling, resource partner referrals, and in-person and online business training.

In addition to the technical assistance offered by partners, multiple SBA offices coordinate with other federal agencies that have funding or are conducting efforts that can otherwise affect small businesses’ access to or use of broadband. For example, officials from SBA’s Office of Rural Affairs—designed to serve rural small businesses by delivering resources and fostering strategic connections—explained that, in 2018, they identified that some small businesses in rural areas were unaware of SBA programs and services. To address this issue, SBA entered into an agreement with USDA to expand its reach to small businesses in rural communities. Among other things, this agreement promotes collaboration between the two agencies on technical assistance for small businesses, especially with respect to export and procurement of good and services, which is often conducted online. Officials stated that the agreement has helped ensure that SBA programs and services reach more remote rural areas, particularly those that do not have broadband access to identify SBA services online. Further, in January 2021, SBA coordinated with the
departments of Labor and the Treasury to launch a digital e-learning platform, known as Ascent, to assist women entrepreneurs in expanding their small business.

SBA’s Office of Advocacy conducts economic research on small business issues, disseminates small business statistics, and advocates on behalf of small businesses on regulatory issues with other federal agencies. For example, Advocacy advocated on behalf of small businesses during FCC’s business data services proceeding, which we discussed above. According to officials, Advocacy also participates in the American Broadband Initiative, which seeks to promote broadband access to all community members including small businesses.

While there are a number of avenues for SBA to support small businesses’ broadband needs, SBA officials told us there are no dedicated broadband working groups or other central coordinating mechanisms within the agency. Legislation proposed in 2020 includes a provision for the assignment of a senior official as a coordinator of broadband and emerging technology issues within SBA and with federal partners. Our recent work at SBA has found opportunities for SBA to improve coordination with federal agencies and other partners. Accordingly, we have made recommendations to SBA to pursue these opportunities; these recommendations have not yet been implemented.

Conclusions

Although FCC is charged with encouraging deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans, this increasingly essential service continues to be unavailable for some. Millions of small business owners continue to lack access to broadband that meets their needs. FCC’s minimum speed benchmark of 25/3 Mbps is likely not fast enough to meet the needs of many small businesses, particularly with regard to upload speeds. As part of its annual review and reporting regarding broadband deployment FCC has not analyzed information related to broadband access by small

---


businesses. Reviewing available information and soliciting input from stakeholders on how small businesses access broadband, including at what speeds, could provide key insights for future FCC determinations of advanced telecommunications capability and policies aimed towards achieving universal broadband access.

### Recommendation for Executive Action

We are recommending that the Chair of FCC solicit input from stakeholders and conduct analysis of small businesses broadband speed needs and incorporate the results of this analysis into its determination of the benchmark for broadband. (Recommendation 1)

### Agency Comments

We provided a draft of this report to FCC, NTIA, RUS, and SBA for review and comment. In its comments reproduced in appendix III, FCC agreed with the recommendation. NTIA, RUS, and SBA did not provide agency comments, and none of the agencies provided technical comments.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Acting Chair of the FCC, the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of the Department of Agriculture, and the Administrator of SBA, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at [https://www.gao.gov](https://www.gao.gov).

If you or your staff any have questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-2834 or [VonahA@gao.gov](mailto:VonahA@gao.gov). Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report are listed in appendix IV.
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State Studies
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Historically, there was limited competition in the business data services broadband market, and therefore the government imposed caps on prices that providers could charge for these services. In 2017, FCC adopted criteria to assess competition for certain types of business data services offered by major providers.¹ Applying the criteria, FCC determined that certain types of business data services in about 58 percent (1,879) of counties in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands were deemed competitive and therefore lifted price cap regulation of those business data services offerings in those counties.² FCC reassesses this competition every 3 years, and in 2020 determined that an additional seven counties were competitive. See figure 4 below for a map of county designations.

¹BDS Order, paras. 94-14. These criteria, known as the competitive market test, are codified at 47 C.F.R. § 69.803. Following the 2017 proceeding, FCC applied its competitive market test to business data services that were offered by major providers in price cap areas at speeds of 1.5/1.5 Mbps and 45/45 Mbps, as well as other specific types of business data services offered by major providers that FCC identified.

²FCC also grandfathered in—or treated as competitive—69 counties. BDS Order, para. 132, fn. 402. After its 2017 deregulatory action, FCC took other actions related to business data services. These actions related to business data services provided by certain small, rural providers, and deregulating business data services used to connect infrastructure of providers. See In re Regulation of Business Data Services for Rate-of-Return Local Exchange Carriers, FCC 18-146 (Oct. 24, 2018).
Figure 4: Counties Served by Major Providers That the Federal Communications Commission Deemed Competitive, Non-Competitive, and Grandfathered for Business Data Services

Note: This map applies to certain types of business data services that were offered by major providers in areas that were previously subject to price caps. Some counties were excluded from FCC’s regulatory approach because they did not have major providers that were previously price capped.

Since FCC’s actions in 2017, we identified nine broadband providers that filed comments with FCC stating concerns that the cost of subscribing to business data services broadband has increased. Eight of these providers also stated that there has not been an increase in competition. However, FCC cited increased competition in a related report and order in 2019. Given that FCC lacks comprehensive data on broadband price, as

3In 2019, FCC continued its deregulatory actions related to business data services. FCC eliminated pricing regulation for certain types of business data services used to connect provider infrastructure known as transport. See In re Business Data Services in an Internet Protocol Environment, Report and Order on Remand and Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 19-66, paras. 15-41 (July 12, 2019).
discussed above, there are limited data to understand whether and how
FCC’s actions regarding business data services have affected small
businesses. Nonetheless, FCC officials also told us, that based on their
analysis of broadband data, competition has generally improved in the
business data services broadband market.⁴

⁴FCC has recently reported an increase in availability of business data services offered by
cable broadband providers. See id. at paras. 26-28.
Appendix III: Comments from the Federal Communications Commission

Federal Communications Commission  
Washington, D.C. 20554

June 28, 2021

Andrew Von Ah
Director, Physical Infrastructure Issues
Government Accountability Office
441 G St, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Von Ah:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) draft report entitled FCC Should Analyze Small Business Broadband Speed Needs. The Commission is deeply committed to delivering the essential benefits of broadband to all Americans, including the country’s small businesses.

In the draft report, GAO recommends that the FCC should solicit stakeholder input and analyze small business broadband speed needs and incorporate the results of this analysis into the benchmark for broadband.

As part of the process of developing its annual report pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to “determine whether advanced telecommunications capability is being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion,” the Commission seeks comment on a variety of issues surrounding the deployment of advanced telecommunications capability. One such issue is the speed benchmark, which the Commission has traditionally used to determine whether a fixed broadband service constitutes “advanced telecommunications capability” for the purposes of Section 706. While Section 706 does not explicitly contemplate a specific examination of small businesses, we agree that soliciting additional stakeholder input regarding small business broadband needs could assist the Commission in determining whether its fixed speed broadband benchmark is adequate to deliver “advanced telecommunications capability.” Therefore, consistent with GAO’s recommendation, we intend to seek comment on this topic in conjunction with our Section 706 inquiry and our efforts to close the digital divide and deliver broadband to all Americans.

Thank you again for the opportunity to respond to the recommendations in the draft report. We look forward to working with GAO in the future.

Sincerely,

Kris A. Monteith
Chief
Wireline Competition Bureau

1 47 U.S.C. § 1302(b).
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